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MEDIA RELEASE
NEIL & WINKLER BRING SERVICES TO THE PEOPLE
Symmes Township, August 19, 2016 – Hamilton County Sheriff Jim Neil and Hamilton
County Clerk of Courts Tracy Winkler announce a collaboration sharing office space to
bring background checks to the suburbs.
For many years records checks for employment could only be obtained at the Hamilton
County Justice Center in downtown Cincinnati. Sheriff Jim Neil recognized the demand
for this service, especially at the beginning of the school year. School districts require
various background checks on teachers, administrators, bus drivers, food service
workers and other staff. In an effort to be more accessible to the public we serve Sheriff
Neil approached Clerk of Courts Winkler about a possible partnership.
Sheriff Jim Neil is pleased to announce the opening of a second location at 12139 Royal
Point Drive, Cincinnati, Ohio 45249 in Symmes Township. Citizens can now obtain a
FBI/BCI Web Check as well as the Local background check at the Tracy Winkler Clerk
of Courts Auto Title Division office.
Sheriff Neil stated, “We are always looking to collaborate whenever possible. In a time
when budgets are tight and resources are scarce we must work together and continue
to deliver excellent customer service to the citizens we serve.”
This new location is open Monday through Friday from 9:00 A.M. to noon and 1:00 P.M.
to 5:00 P.M. with ample parking. For citizens who reside or work in the northern half of
Hamilton County this location is a great alternative to driving downtown.
Tracy Winkler added, “Having satellite offices in Forest Park and Symmes Township
demonstrates my long standing commitment to being accessible to our customers while
providing the best quality services possible. This partnership with Sheriff Neil makes
sense for everyone involved, but most importantly for the Hamilton County tax payers.”
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